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Abstract: While post-migrant generationMoroccans from Europe often are able to
converse competently enough in Moroccan languages to bargain in shops during
visits to Morocco, many report that they are not given the ‘local’, ‘right’ prices
because they are ‘smelled’ as outsiders. During fieldwork following these diasporic
visitors in Morocco, several participants strategically shopped for goods with a
‘local’ friend or family member who might negotiate on their behalf for the ‘right’
price. This strategy was seen as a way to circumvent or ameliorate the ways the
diasporic client might be negatively categorized as an outsider, especially in terms
of his or her language use. Yet, examining these events in recorded detail indicates
that diasporic clients are often bargaining for themselves as competent speakers,
but are sometimes not able to skillfully bargain politely. In these moments, proxy
bargainers intervene when debate and tension increases during bargaining and
diasporic visitors do not adequately perform politeness – specifically by deploying
religious speech – to soften and minimize tension. Analysis of these interactions
indicates how diasporic branching of linguistic practice contrasts communicative
skills of mobile populations with subtle, place-based competences, and how the
mismatch between these can negatively mark diasporic visitors.

Keywords: diasporic bilingualism; languageculture; mobility; politeness; talk-in-
interaction

1 Introduction: shopping in Morocco and
‘smelling’ diasporic

During an afternoon shopping in Marrakech with Dutch-Moroccan Wafae, her
husband and small child, I joined their walk around the souk in search of curtain
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tassels. After a bargaining interaction inwhichWafae, themore confident speaker,
engaged with the vendors in Darija (Moroccan Arabic) and occasionally with her
husband and child inDutch, they finally paid 110 dirhams (about 11 Euros) per item
for four tassels, after starting from a price of 150 dirhams. Just after leaving the
shop, Wafae commented, ‘it is a good price because, there was one in [her
hometown], () we asked them and we were talking Dutch at the time,… so he said
25 eu- euros’. ‘For each’ I clarified, towhichWafae confirmed, ‘for each yeah. () that
was um ((lowered voice)) not nice’. Despite the fact that she had, moments earlier,
spoken Dutch in the shop with her husband and occasionally to her child, yet still
purchased at a ‘good price’,Wafae directly attributes the ‘not nice’price previously
offered to her use of Dutch. Later in that market stroll, Wafae explained that when
she went shopping in her hometown, she would bring along her locally-resident
niecewhowas fluent inmultiple local languages, because ‘we always say that they
smell thatwe are not fromhere… so the price always triples’. She, alongwith other
participants, drew a causal link between being ‘smelled’ as non-local – especially
through language use – and being charged more money.

Wafae’s perception of language use as consequential in a total, all-or-nothing
framework is recognizable across many groups whose multifaceted linguistic prac-
ticesmay be disregarded or devalued for not perfectly fitting ‘native speaker’ framings
(Liddicoat 2016). It is especially resonant with many other migrant and diasporic bi-
andmulti-linguals, who are characterized – and often characterize themselves –with
a variety of negative views about their ancestral language practices (Deprez 1994;
Koven 2004; Wei 1994). Although Wafae had demonstrated herself as a competent
practitioner, shehere seems to perceive herself as not ‘knowing the language’ in away
that is consequential for getting the ‘right’price. Thequestion remains to identifymore
narrowly in what way she doesn’t ‘know’ her ancestral language that has conse-
quences for her in interaction, and– in ametaphorical sense–what characterizes this
negative ‘smell’ of diasporic interlocutors.

The metaphor of ‘smell’, used by Wafae and other participants, points to how

markers of ‘elsewhere’ are intrinsic to these interactions but difficult to isolate in

how they are perceived – whether in language use or beyond. Vendors would no

doubt be able to list the indicators that mark Wafae as ‘smelling’ of ‘elsewhere’
beyond linguistic competence, such as appearance, praxis, shopping companions,

objects she purchases, and even the time period when she was present at the

market – that is, during a holiday season. There may also be markers the vendors

would not be able to enunciate, but which are crucial and instinctive in how

embodied sociolinguistic interaction takes place (Bucholtz and Hall 2016). Such

markers are especially relevant to marketplaces as multi-semiotic sites (Hua et al.
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2017), where embodied and multisensory aspects are part of an assemblage in

interaction. Yet the precise ways that vendors recognize embodied difference are

not what is being analyzed here; rather what is under investigation is the strategy

diasporic visitors (DVs) use to avoid that (unavoidable) recognition, even without

knowing what precisely betrays them as ‘from elsewhere’. The guiding question of

this paper is, given that it does not actually ‘mask’ their difference, why is it that

enlisting a ‘local’ proxy bargainer actually works, interactionally, to satisfy DVs

that they got a ‘right price’?
Many participants in this research reported using, and occasionally demon-

strated during fieldwork, Wafae’s strategy of shopping with a local resident as a
bargaining proxy presumed to both know the ‘correct’ price and know ‘the lan-
guage’. Though a proxy cannot, of course, literally disguise a DV as being ‘local’ to
experienced vendors, there seems to be something about their presence that works
effectively to get the ‘right price’, in that this was a widely repeated strategy.
Assuming that vendors do recognize the coupling of local proxy and non-local DV
through many semiotic cues beyond recordable capture, the analysis here focuses
on the linguistic work proxies do as communicators that is demonstrable through
recorded data of their talk-in-interaction.

Isolating three examples where bargaining interactions unrolled when
proxies were present, I show how the interventions proxies make use their local-
to-Morocco knowledge of politeness – not of prices – to continue and conclude
these interactions. The pricing tensions that emerge in these interactions do not
seem to be attributable, as Wafae’s logic would indicate, to the use of a non-local
language. All three cases demonstrate that the visitor-buyer – all young adults of
Moroccan descent, visiting from Europe – was a generally competent speaker in
Darija and was not markedly using a non-local language in bargaining. Rather,
each instance shows how theDVparticipant fails to appropriately use a pattern of
polite speech – employing paired religious oaths and blessings – at relevant
points in their bargaining talk. The presence of proxies is crucial in revealing this
problem, because their interventions conversationally indicate a ‘trouble’ in
these sequences, thereby bringing into relief the elements of politeness that DVs
are not performing.

This form of politeness is not unique to bargaining. It is common across a
variety of contexts that DVs would be exposed to among friends and family, both
in Morocco and in their diasporic places of residence. That a problem of man-
aging politeness emerges in bargaining indicates the complexity of language-
cultural (Cornips and de Rooij 2015) competences for speakers who learn
practices across diasporically-located places. Inevitably, such competences
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manifest unevenly across different sites and experiences of interaction. This
suggests that the vague and negative ‘smell’ that DVs see as marking them in
service encountersmay not be as simple as being grossly labeled as ‘outsiders’ by
others, but more concretely linked with their situational, interactional (in)
competence in a specific skill for doing politeness. In otherwords, I argue that the
general sense of being perceived (‘smelled’) as diasporically different, while
certainly related to a set of complex and interwoven socio-cultural, economic,
and embodied elements, can in some ways be traced to nuances of communi-
cative competence on display in interaction.

To investigate how politeness is made relevant through proxy bargainers, the
following sections first detail the context of diasporic visiting between Morocco
and Europe, then expand on different factors and skills at play in the sociality and
communicative practice of bargaining and specific related forms of politeness in
MoroccanArabic, finally showing through three examples how these skills become
specifically relevant for DVs and their bargaining proxies in Morocco.

2 Diasporic Morocco

Moroccan Nationals Resident Abroad (Marocains Résidents a l’Etranger – MRE)
annually account for nearly half of the recorded border crossings into Morocco
(Ministère du Tourisme, du Transport Aérien, de l’Artisanat et de l’Economie
Sociale 2019). This flow, reaching 5.48 million in 2017 (about 15% of the total
Moroccan population of that year), includesmigrants fromMorocco visiting their
families, as well as later generations past the original migrant(s) who retain
citizenship through descent. The mass influx of Moroccan-origin Europeans,
the majority of whom visit during the annual summer holidays labeled by
theMoroccan government as ‘OpérationMarhaba’ (OperationWelcome), brings a
diasporic rainbow of Moroccans-by-descent into contact with resident
Moroccans.

This flow of visitors is made up in large part by one of the many waves of
Moroccan migration: ‘guestworkers’ and their descendants (Alaoui 2013). Between
1964 and 1973, primarily men from many rural and periurban communities in
Morocco were recruited for labor in several European countries. When these coun-
tries ceased inviting themas temporaryworkers,many of themmade theirmigration
permanent and were joined by their families (Chattou 1998). With the growth of
settled Moroccan-origin communities across Europe came both the minoritization
and stigmatization that often accompanies labormigration (BistolfiandZabbal 1995;
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Ouali 2004). Meanwhile, these communities developed an annual practice of trav-
eling to Morocco during the summer.

For many European-born and/or -raised descendants, the summer holidays
are simultaneously a time to visit with extended family in Morocco, to hang out
with friends from Europe making the same journey, and to exercise their
Moroccan communicative repertoires in public among the strangers they
encounter beyond their own families and friends (Wagner 2017). They can feel a
sense of belonging in Morocco in contrast to Europe, but their presence and role
in Morocco is complicated in ways that parallel many other countries which
experienced waves of economic emigration. Their role as remitters and de-
velopers has been economically transformative to families and to the country as a
whole (Sefrioui 2005), yet their inclusion in the ‘nation’ is contested. While,
officially, the state encourages them to ‘come home’ through granting them
increasing political rights (Gouirir 2018) and promoting initiatives like ‘Opération
Marhaba,’ their face-to-face interactions with family and with strangers can be
marked by tensions of differentiation and exclusion (Barthou 2013; Hammouche
2003; Marlière 2006), especially related to how their language skills are differ-
ently contoured as diasporic speakers in contrast to residents (Melliani 2000). In
particular, participants in my research described the attitude of ‘arrogance’ they
see applied to themselves by the general public (Wagner 2017). Though these
negative attitudes are widely reported – sometimes by residents themselves, but
often by diasporic actors who perceive themselves as negatively viewed by res-
idents – the specific practices that might instigate such negative evaluations are
often difficult to tease out.

Shopping in markets is one of the unique moments where DVs have an op-
portunity to put their capacities for ancestral language interaction with strangers
(i.e. vendors) into practice beyond their family and friends. Even though this may
be a site where diasporic visitors feel they should be ratified as ‘belonging’ as
descendants of Morocco, practitioners of a ‘local’ language and regular visitors to
Moroccan marketplaces, it is also a site where they simply may not have had
opportunities to learn and embody the multifaceted resources necessary to
seamlessly blend (Wagner 2015b). As in the way Wafae characterized speaking
Dutch as a causal element that changed the price, each interaction has an
underlying potential for their normal talk, across a range of competences in
multiple languages, to become palpably and negatively consequential in inter-
action (Piller 2002).

Participants in this research used different strategies to mask the ‘smell’ of
non-localness, like wearing different clothes or persistently trying to use the
‘local’ language (Wagner 2015a, 2017). Inevitably, this ‘smell’ is an intersectional
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sensation: it involves perceptions about physical presentation and sociolin-
guistic capabilities aswell as social factors like differentiation in economic power
and international mobility that have been the focus of other analyses in this
research (cf. Wagner 2017). The examples analyzed here illustrate how one
specific languagecultural competence – the place-sensitive ability to recognize
and use a specific form of politeness in bargaining – became part of this multi-
faceted ‘smell’.

3 Bargaining in Morocco

Diverse sociolinguistic research shows that bargaining in markets is not just
about prices. The communicative practices and strategies used for bargaining
form rule-based and socially-ordered understandings of how different parties
participate in these interactions (Bauman 2001; French 2001; Orr 2007). Some
scholars have identified a formal ‘etiquette’ of bargaining (Khuri 1968), and
others note that different forms of pleasantry, joking and respectful familiarity
play an important part in creating the attractive social space of marketplaces
(Alo and Soneye 2014; Lindenfeld 1990; Watson 2009). Overall, bargaining
incorporates a delicate balance of the performance of friendly familiarity with
appropriate respect, such that bargaining transactions are concerned both
with determining a price for the exchange of goods and, within that, the
creation and maintenance of mutually beneficial relationships between vendor
and client.

Undoubtedly, as these cited examples come from different corners of the world,
nuanced place-local understandings of this balance are likewise integral to suc-
cessful, skillful bargaining. This place-based specificity becomes more evident in
sites where a diversity of codes are possible inmarketplace interaction, along with a
diversity of users – both ‘local’ and ‘global’. For example, Gardner-Chloros (1985)
evaluates the politics and consequences of switching codes in border city shopping
in Strasbourg, while Van den Berg (1986) investigated how ‘official’ and vernacular
codes can be used in different market circumstances in the context of political
transition in Taiwan. These approaches highlight how bargaining is not only for
‘locals’: given that marketplaces are often an attraction for visitors of all kinds, they
can operate through rules ofwhat practices are expected of locals and by locals with
others, like tourists. Though it has not been widely addressed sociolinguistically,
touristic others who participate in marketplace service encounters contribute
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significantly to contouring rules and etiquettes that might be relevant for vendors
and the variety of bargainers they interact with (Purnomo 2012).

In this sense, bargaining is very much a ‘languagecultural’ activity (Cornips
and de Rooij 2015). While bargaining is recognizable cross-culturally and
transglobally as an interactional economic encounter that follows some basic
patterns (Felix-Brasdefer 2015), doing it successfully requires managing the
“insolvable knot of linguistic forms, social praxis, and ideologies” that is specific
to languaging in place (Thissen 2015: 195). In other words, bargaining skillfully
requires cultural learning about how to do it appropriately for a given context and
set of interlocutors, alongside linguistic competences in specific codes.
Approaching bargaining as languagecultural acknowledges how it is both uni-
versally recognizable but profoundly place-embedded rather than merely
language-specific. While different ‘languages’ may be in use as (translinguistic)
codes (Pennycook 2018), how they and their speakers are integrated into in-
teractions is intensively tied with practices that emerge as appropriate in and to
that place (Thissen 2015).

Morocco is one example of a place where bargaining is a common langua-
gecultural practice, though it is not practiced for all marketplace goods, nor for
all markets. Still, practices related to bargaining underpin an understanding of
value created through exchange beyond the goods to which bargaining is spe-
cifically applied. Following Geertz’s ethnographic work in a marketplace in
central Morocco (1979), value includes attributes like quality, availability, and
ongoing relationships of vendors and clients who see each other regularly and
may interact through networked connections beyond themarketplace that assure
their future involvement with each other. In a context likeMoroccowhere face-to-
face interaction is a central part of everyday exchange, the price of an object
becomes inclusive of many attributes beyond its cost – it becomes this object,
purchased from this person at this place and time (Herrmann 2004; Shepherd
2009). Even for food items whose prices are roughly fixed by economic charac-
teristics like supply and demand, a discount can acknowledge the specificity of a
given transaction between vendor and client – especially for vendors and clients
who have ongoing and repeat business relationships. As such, even when not
explicitly bargained, prices can be flexible to account for many factors that
emerge in interaction.

Very limited literature documents that skilled bargaining speech inMorocco is
crucial in fostering vendor-client relationships. Further to Geertz’s recognition of
the importance of networks (cited above), Deborah Kapchan’s (1996) ethnographic
engagement with the emerging role of women as mainstream vendors in the
central city of Beni-Mellal demonstrated how one vendor continually referred to a
shared identity of ‘Muslim’ with her client to balance and ameliorate her
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bargaining position. Abdennour Kharraki (2001) builds on Kapchan’s note of the
importance of cleverness as a skill necessary in bargaining by investigating, in a
linguistic ethnographic study, gender differences in use of strategies like expres-
sions of solidarity and politeness; moderated insistence on a lower price; and
playful or clever language to dispute quality. While these few investigations are by
nomeans comprehensive, they do give a sense of the subtle languagecultural skills
that come to bear in a marketplace interaction in Morocco to generate agreement
between parties.

In sum, a skilled bargainer is drawing on social and linguistic resources to
mobilize a) appropriate languagecultural competences for bargaining, along with
b) knowledge about price and value specific to buying that thing in that place from
that vendor, which together (ideally) c) maintains and perpetuates a positive
vendor-client relationship. Recognizing that the vendor-client relationship,
couched within the languagecultural ‘doing’ of sociability in-place, is as central to
bargaining as getting the ‘right price’ highlights how politeness becomes a site for
trouble for DV interlocutors in marketplace interactions.

3.1 Strategies for bargaining politely in Morocco

Politeness requires skill. Taking polite speech and concomitantly face work as
relational, interactional achievements (Arundale 2006) brings attention to the
fact that, like bargaining, politeness demonstrates subtle understandings and
skillful, strategic moves of interlocutors sequentially positioning relative to one
another. Conversely, it also recognizes that speakers who may be considered
otherwise communicatively competent can stumble, misfire, or fail altogether in
the conversational maintenance of face (Bailey 1997). As the focus of this paper is
on moments where polite face work is ineptly done and requires repair by a
conversational ally, this section reviews recognized strategies for politeness
related to bargaining practice in Morocco, in order to demonstrate how these
strategies are troubled and absent among diasporic practitioners in the examples
below.

Key components in politeness skills that need to be unpacked for this analysis
include 1) forms of politeness in Darija that use religious references, 2) how such
forms may be part of brief service encounters which normally include bargaining,
and 3) the languagecultural dimensions of how politeness reflects not only code,
but also place-based communicative practices for a mobile population. To
demonstrate howall three of these issues are interwoven, I start with a story told by
participant Malika (recorded in fieldnotes and summarized below), which was an
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example she offered of ‘good’ bargaining that she herself was not certain how to
perform:

Malika’s sister needed a newkaftan– an ensemble of a long dress andmatching belt– to go to
a wedding. Not having the three to six weeks necessary to order one from a tailor, she went
with some family members (including Malika and their uncle) to Tangier to find a shop with
ready-made models. After having chosen one of the right size and a good color, the vendor
offered her a belt that did notmatch at all. He kept insisting it was the right one for the kaftan,
but his lies were evident to Malika and her sister. Her sister insisted he was wrong and asked
for a better option. The vendor became angrier and more resistant to her request.

Finally, their uncle intervened: he called the vendor a pious man, who could not do badly
under the eyes of God, and who ran his business honestly and truthfully. In telling this story,
Malika recalled that her uncle’s negotiation strategy, using persuasiveness logic that she
would have not used herself, had totally changed the attitude of the vendor.

Malika’s story illustrates, in alignment with Kapchan’s (1996) analysis of a female
vendor negotiating with a male client, how religious values can be explicitly in-
tegrated into bargaining as aligning parties and potentially saving face. She and
her sister were confronting the vendor with, in her characterization, his ‘lies’; her
uncle, instead, morally implicated the vendor, via shared religious beliefs, as
honest. Both strategies effectively seek the same result – an ‘honest’ offer of a
different belt – but the uncle’s strategy involves significant facework in interaction
with the vendor, creating a moral world where the vendor is a good person as a
motivation to change his position, rather than confronting him with accusations
that directly challenge his position and diminish his face. In remembering and
recounting this event as an example of bargaining, Malika signaled how her uncle
performed a rhetoric that she herself was not sure how to execute, highlighting the
distinction between her sister’s bargaining strategy and her uncle’s place-local
sensitivity to techniques for face-saving politeness.

Such explicit invocations of morality are not the only forms of politeness
evident in bargaining in Morocco. Kharraki (2001) makes a distinction between
‘straightforward’ and ‘insisting’ strategies more frequently used by women in his
sample, against a strategy of ‘quality depreciation of the commodity’ more
frequent among men (though not demonstrably statistically significant). Some
differences in uses of polite speech that he notes include the presence and extent of
greetings, use of endearments (e.g. ‘my brother/sister’) or respectful terms of
address (e.g. ‘sir’, ‘hajj/hajja), and other face-saving strategies like indirect speech,
blaming third parties when insisting on the poor quality of goods, or diminishing
oneself as ‘needy’ in order to justify a lower price. Though Kharraki investigates
these bargaining strategies as gendered distinctions, his sample includes other
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unanalyzed factors that may play as much of a role as gender, such as familiarity
between interlocutors (in one example, they are identified as neighbors), or the
presumption that all participants are equally skilled as local, ‘native’ speakers in
the place where the interactions were recorded. In this sense, setting the claims of
gender-based frequency differences aside, his study shows that clients in Morocco
can draw on a range of strategies to bargain which can be successful (or not
successful) in getting their desired price.

What Kharraki’s excerpts also show, beyond how he analyzed them, is that
almost every turn in bargaining employs some kind of politeness strategy.
Rejections and refusals use respectful terms of address (‘mother’, ‘hajja’), or, as
evident in example 10, a religious oath Kharraki describes as “usually said to
get rid of a beggar” (2001: 628) as softeners. Furthermore, in his examples 8
(2001: 625) and 9 (2001: 627), acceptance of a low offer is made using religious
oaths which act to save face for the vendor. These politeness strategies
demonstrate amore fine-grained version of Malika’s story, in that theymaintain
a moral and respectful relationship between parties while actively contra-
dicting each other.

Malika’s position in her story evokes how executing this skill of moral
positioning in bargaining can still be mysterious for an otherwise communica-
tively competent DV. Most competent Darija speakers would be able to use
religious phrases that are widely integrated into common slots for politeness,
including greetings (Bouchara 2015), offerings, thankings, leave-takings, and
softening possibly transgressive behavior. Labben’s (2018) detailed discussion of
face in Tunisian Arabic demonstrates that religious expressions are essential as
indirect speech for executing politeness in invitation refusals. They are
frequently paired expressions, in which the use of one is responded to with a
range of possible pair parts, sometimes inversing the initial oath. However, as
much as these forms are widely used in polite speech, using them strategically in
bargaining in Morocco adds another layer of complexity that may be challenging
for DVs.

As diasporically mobile individuals, the nuances of politeness they learn in
Darija at home in Europe, with familiar speakers among friends, family, and
communities, may have marked differences to forms they would need for inter-
action in Morocco. Moreover, politeness is malleable along with languagecul-
tural positioning: as Tetrault (2015) demonstrates among similarly positioned
Algerian-descendant youth in France, politeness forms rooted in Arabic learned
from older generations can transculturally morph into impolite forms, situated
within place-based linguistic practice. In short, while the DVs who participated
in this research characterize not getting the ‘right’ prices as an impugnment of
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their being generally positioned (or ‘smelled’) as outsiders, I contend this posi-
tioning may relate more to their lack of strategic ‘local’ skills in politeness –
specifically in the form of using religious oaths in the correct slots for polite
bargaining. These missing skills become noticeable precisely because the
locally-resident bargaining proxy nominated to help them get the ‘right’ price
fills these slots with those oaths that effectively save face among the parties
involved.

4 ‘Smelling’ impolite

In the context of this project, which included approximately 80 h of recorded
marketplace interactions, several examples of proxy bargaining of different vari-
eties were recorded in various markets. Sometimes proxies went along simply as a
friend or familymember enjoying amarket trip (as in two of the cases below); other
times as a purposefully recruited bargainer, tasked and instructed to help make a
purchase (as in one case). In all cases recorded, there were no instances of the
‘local’ person doing the complete bargaining interaction on behalf of a DV. That is,
even when a proxy was asked to initiate bargaining as their specific task, no
complete bargaining sequence was carried out without DVs interjecting, and
usually participating actively as a bargainer themselves. All three examples below
show a moment of tension, in which price offers and counteroffers are not yet
resolved; they also all demonstrate the relevant moment when the proxy
bargainer –whether explicitly invited as such or not – intervenes on behalf of a DV
buyer to save face at a crucial moment.

While many of the interactions I analyzed in the scope of this project
included dispute moments, many did not, and sometimes disputes were
assuaged with other forms of face-saving recognition. Closer examination of
dispute moments which include the presence of a proxy bargainer – who is only
actively bargaining in one of the three cases – indicates how the perceived
effectiveness of local proxies is less about knowing prices, and more about
knowing how to interact politely using a particular form. All three interactions
have been analyzed to different purposes elsewhere (Wagner 2008, 2015a, 2017),
so are here serving to highlight themomentswhen proxies interject with religious
speech, both as initiators and in response to indirect accusations or oaths made
by the vendors.

The first example features DV Mustafa bargaining for a clothing set with the
active intervention of resident friend Simo. It illustrates the frequency of use of
oaths by Simo and the vendor (and not by Mustafa), as well as some ways these
may be used in the flow of talk as face work. The second and third examples, in
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contrast, show how the local relative – a younger cousin and an older uncle –
intervene at turn-relevant moments to interject an oath which the active DV bar-
gainers – Karima and Rabia, respectively – have not produced. In both of these
cases, the local proxy seems to be doing face work towards the vendor by miti-
gating claims the vendor makes towards unfairness or insult produced by exces-
sively low price offers. All of these extracts come after a longer stretch of
bargaining talk, which is not reproduced here in order to compare only the mo-
ments when face is made relevant as consequential for the interaction. Within the
extracts, transcribed using Jeffersonian notation and transliterated following ISO
233 characters, uses of ordinary oaths are highlighted in blue and claims to un-
fairness are highlighted in pink.

4.1 Extract 1: Mustafa & Simo

This transcript begins at the first turnwhere Simo enters the bargaining talk (line 13)
asking for a ‘good price’ by using an oath (‘God protect you’) and aligning himself
with the vendor (‘my friend’). Prior to this, Mustafa had been looking at the deco-
rated Moroccan-style ensembles and bargaining solo for one he tried on while his
four other DV friends, Simo and I hung around inside and outside the shop in the
center ofMarrakech. Just before the beginning of this segment,Mustafa had strongly
rejected a price quote from the vendor as too high, and the vendor proposed he
would deal with him ‘like any son of the country’ (Wagner 2017: 139).

This example demonstrates many of the verbal skills of ‘doing salesman’ on
the part of the vendor, who uses his relatively long turns to defend his first offer
(line 14), swear his offer was ‘good’ (line 18), justify his offer (line 21), counteroffer
Simo’s counteroffer (line 23), argue that the difference between prices is insignif-
icant (line 25), and suggest a solution to the flaw Mustafa identifies in the product
(line 29) before finally agreeing to 120, the price suggested by Simo (line 31). In all
of these, except the sequence from line 25 to 29, the vendor uses some kind of oath;
interestingly, he is interrupted by Mustafa in line 25 (demonstrated by the repair
and repetitions in lines 26 to 28), and then replies directly to Mustafa in line 29. The
rest of his turns, addressing Simo or both Simo and Mustafa, are peppered with
ordinary religiously-oriented expressions, sometimes twice in a single turn (initial
and ending, lines 14, 21 and 31).

Though these oaths are taken up by neither Simo nor Mustafa as paired ex-
pressions (i.e. they never reply with an inverted oath), they do act, alongside other
rhetorical strategies of the vendor, to align all parties in this negotiation.While the
vendor’s rhetoric could be analyzed in more detail, in basic terms he consistently
uses polite forms like indirect speech and relational address (‘my brother’) to
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diminish the difference between his offer and the counteroffer and dismiss cost
Mustafa should feel in this transaction. His oaths and blessings act as indirect ways
to excuse his requesting the higher price. For example, in turn 21 he inserts ‘bless
your parents’ as he proceeds to argue that the 10 dirham he could negotiate is
insignificant. In line 23 he counteroffers Simo’s price by 10 dirham, completing the
turn with another blessing. In his final concession, when Simo requests that he
‘leaves us this 10 dirham’ (line 30) he acquiesces with ‘God help you’, completing
the sale by not making it hard (i.e. not negotiating too strongly), as ‘God brings
ease’ (line 31).

This example of Simo acting as bargainer – and, notably, getting the price that
he initially offered, though he said afterwards it was still quite expensive – serves
as the most distinct example in my recorded corpus of how oaths weave into
bargaining politely. Admittedly, this is not an example in which the proxy
bargainer performed oaths with equal frequency as the vendor, but it may be
important that Simo’s initial plea to lower the price (line 13) is framedwith an oath.
In the full corpus, DVs’ price requests are most often a simple form of ‘howmuch?’
and are only occasionally framed as an indirect act on the part of the vendor (e.g.
‘for howmuch can you leave this tome?’), in contrast to Simo’s request to lower the
price using ‘allah yḥəfdək’–whichworks here as a religious expression for ‘please’.
Furthermore, Simo’s continued counterings to the vendor are never accusatory:
‘it’s really hard’ not ‘you are hard’ (line 15); inviting him to ‘put it in a bag’, or
complete the sale, ‘without repeating words’, an expression meaning to make the
process quick and quiet (line 22); and a plea to ‘leave us’ the 10 dirham (line 30)
rather than a direct demand to lower the price. So, even though his usage of oaths
was limited, Simo’s bargaining rhetoric as a ‘local’ demonstrates how a buyer may
keep face for all by aligningwith the vendor’s persistent claims tomorality through
non-confrontational, indirect politeness that implicates both buyer and vendor in
moral behavior.

4.2 Extract 2: Karima and her cousin

The next extract illustrates how oaths and indirect politeness become necessary to
calm a dispute. This interaction took place at a weekly market in a small town in
central Morocco, with DV Karima, her younger sister Btisam, and their younger,
female, locally-resident cousin shopping for clothes and household goods. At this
stall, theywere buying pajamaswith two vendors attending them (VNandV2 in the
transcript), but having some difficulty agreeing on a price. The extract sequence
here enters in the middle of the interaction again, as V2 makes an accusation of
unwillingness to Karima (line 64) and VN intervenes to complete the sale.

Diasporic impoliteness 13



Interaction Extract 1: Karima, Btisam and Cousin
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As the main bargainer, Karima clearly recognizes Vendor 2’s negative stance and
uses an expression (being cooked by the sun) to indirectly invite him to calmdown.
Shortly thereafter, the other vendor joins in, asking Karima for the money and
asking his partner vendor for the bag to complete the sale. As Karima, Btisam, their
cousin and the vendor (VN) are sorting out what the last quoted price was, V2
interjects that ‘we will never get blessings from you’ (line 74). ‘Blessings’ or ‘bar-
aka’ (plural: baruk) here can be understood as profit or payment for one’s labor,
beyond what one has invested in material resources. V2 has taken a position that
selling to this group will gain no profit; the other vendor, nevertheless, continues
to negotiate the sale. As he ups the price by very small increments (using the
currency label ryal, where 20 ryal equals 1 dirham; 500 ryal equals 25 dirham, or
2.50 euro), he excuses their lack of ‘blessings’ in line 88 by calling to a deepermoral
‘foundation’ beyond money. Karima continues to count out money while the
vendor encourages her to continue adding (line 89 through 98) until she concludes
the transaction with a ‘thanks’ (line 99).

At the moment when the transaction has effectively concluded – where nor-
mally a response would complete the pair of Karima’s thanks – VN instead states
the problemmore explicitly: their profit here is only 40 or 60 ryal (the equivalent of
20–30 Euro cents). After a repair, VN reiterates his statement (40–50 ryal), Karima
laughs (line 103), and V2 repeats the confrontation he made previously about the
minimal ‘baraka’ received (line 104). As Karima’s initiated response trails off
without a clear statement (line 105), her locally-resident cousin interjects ‘life is
peaceful’ (line 106). This phrase is the first part of a three-part expression,1 also
used in the previous extract, which absolves all parties of fault or offense. It refers
to life on Earth, in contrast to (or in preparation for) the afterlife. Here, it might be
interpreted to both excuse Karima’s denial of profit from these vendors – effec-
tively disregarding their need for a livelihood by insisting on a price that is too
low – as well as excuse the vendors’ desire for material wealth through profit.
‘Dinya hanya’ – no harm, no foul (on the earthly plane).

The quick and aligning well-wishing blessing of V2 (‘may it be offered to you’,
line 107) indicates that the cousin has produced the culpability he sought within
the dispute. Karima’s subsequent incomplete expression – ‘may God give you-’
(line 108) –may be an attempt at matching V2’s well wishes, or it may be following
her cousin’s example. In either case, she does not seem to know what her blessing
should offer: ‘may God give you’ can be completed with many possible values, but
she hesitates without being interrupted and does not return to complete the turn.

1 The expression is: ‘dinya hanya, sam’ia safia, wa rebbi kibbir’; life is peaceful, heaven is gentle,
the lord is great.
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Instead, in response to something inaudible from the vendor, she concludes the
interaction with a more elaborated thanks (line 110).

This conflict between V2 and Karima is de-escalated by two ‘local’ actors: VN
and her cousin. In a microanalytical reading of the transcript, it is not clear that
Karima recognizes or understands the fault she has committed by denying the
‘baraka’of the vendors.While she tries to calm thefirst direct accusation of her lack
of cooperation as a bargainer (line 64–65), she effectively ignores later accusations
(lines 74 and 88) and then does not respond directly or respectfully to the vendors’
concerns about the small amount ofmoney she has allowed as profit. Her laughing
response in line 103 is particularly ambiguous and seems affectively mismatched
to the vendors’ complaints (possibly nervous, but possibly taking his statement as
a pleasantry), as she continues to not produce an adequate apology or excuse in
her two following turns. Though her cousin only interjects briefly at the end of this
exchange, it seems to be the necessary invocation to assuage the loss of face. It
remains unclear that Karima, or her younger DV sister Btisam, are aware of their
lack of politeness in executing this transaction.

4.3 Extract 3: Rabia and uncle

The final extract supports the previous one, by demonstrating a parallel situation
when the local proxy interjects only at the last moment in an escalating dispute. It
also demonstrates, in relation to the first extract, the strategic difference between
local bargaining practices and how many DVs executed bargaining. Because this
full interaction has been analyzed in further depth elsewhere (Wagner 2015a), only
a very short section showing the proxy intervention is quoted below. In it, DVRabia
had asked her aunt and uncle to accompany her to an artisanal household goods
market in Rabat, as she was looking for Moroccan furniture for her new apartment
in France.

In this case, she had explicitly asked her uncle to be her bargaining proxy, in
practice by prompting him to ask for a price at several shops. The interaction below
had also begun with that prompt, but Rabia herself quickly became a bargaining
participant. After discussing several items as well as the work that went into
making them (Wagner 2015a), Rabia focused on a smaller handmade decorative
table, for which the vendor’s price offer was 170 euro (34,000 ryal; the cheapest
quote yet). The extract begins as Rabia reiterates her counteroffer of 80 euro
(16,000 ryal).
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Interaction Extract 2: Rabia and Uncle

In this case, even though Rabia uses some oaths (turns 74 and partially in turn 78),
they are not employed towards softening the price she has offered nor as morally
implicating the vendor. Rather, in turn 74, her turn-completing oaths, following
‘Safi’ meaning ‘that’s enough’, serve to dismiss any further discussion – the
equivalent of saying ‘thanks, I’m done’. The vendor’s louder, energetic and indi-
rectly negative response (line 75) rejects even the premise of her offer. Here, like
Karima, she does not seem to recognize the implications of the indirect impugn-
ment: in her next turn, she justifies and repeats her offer, rather than softening or
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acknowledging the emerging face threat on the part of the vendor. He positions
himselfmorally again by using an oath to swear that the prices are normal (line 77),
but she reprises the structure of her earlier conclusive offer (line 78). The vendor
counteroffers with 1,000 ryal (5 euro) reduced from his price (79), to which she
again repeats her price ‘sixteen’ (line 80).

In some sense, Rabia is effecting the same strategy as Simo by stickingwith her
counteroffer price. Yet, she starts from a counteroffer that is too low, and fails to
acknowledge the expressed indignation and new offer made by the vendor. While
Simomaintains his price throughout, he also aligns himself with the vendor using
indirect and non-confrontational politeness strategies which demonstrate his
acknowledgement of the vendor’s position. Rabia here, as one characteristic but
not universal example of DV bargaining, focuses on her price and her price alone –
without using the politeness skills, as seen in Simo’s bargaining, of oaths, align-
ment, or even respectful address to soften disagreement.

The vendor’s line 81 effectively concludes the bargaining with a complex
indirect statement that, politely, dismisses Rabia and her too-low price by using
two oaths: ‘blessings on you’ to show his potential gratefulness if she were to take
his price; if not, wishing her to findwhat shewants elsewhere– ‘mayGodbring it to
you’ – which effectively asks them to leave. Here, Rabia’s local uncle performs
politeness: he pairs the vendor’s blessing with a standard oath-based ‘thank you’
and the aligning ‘my brother’ (line 83), while Rabia’s next turn (line 84), again
repeating her offer structure, shows that she has not taken up the negative
implication of the vendor’s indirect speech. The uncle’s interjection seems inter-
actionally important, given that he had ceased to be actively bargaining for many
turns prior to this one. Though there is no response by the vendor – the group left
the shop almost immediately thereafter – that turn acknowledges the vendor’s
affect and makes an effort to conclude politely on behalf of the whole group.

5 Conclusions: ‘Smelling’ impolite

These examples each indicate different aspects of how bargaining can work or fail
for DVs in conjunction with situated, languagecultural politeness. In each case,
there is some disagreement or tension that is (somewhat) resolved, but the person
who resolves it is the locally-resident proxy of a diasporic shopper. Only Simo’s
intervention in the first example approaches an active ‘proxy bargainer’, as envi-
sioned by Wafae’s description in the introduction. Even then, he only intervenes
midway through the process, and not so much to repair it but to execute the face-
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saving indirect requests and non-religious alignments that smooth the way to
agreeing on a price. With Karima and Rabia, there was a clear and single-turn
interjection by the proxy family member as bargaining had effectively concluded,
which seemed prompted by vendors’ implicit accusations or confrontation of the
DV for insisting on prices that were insultingly too low. In both of these cases, the
DV shopper didnot demonstrate awareness, in the end, of their lack of politeness by
apologizing or excusing themselves. The interjections of their proxies act to excuse
on their behalf. Even when, as in Karima’s case, the DV recognized that she may
need to insert an oath, she was unable to complete her initiated offering. Proxies
in these cases, rather than knowing the ‘right’ price, seem to know the polite way
to ask.

These fewexamples seem to indicate a gap in languagecultural competence on
the part of DVs, in knowing when and how to strategically employ politeness like
religious oaths in bargaining. Even though the oaths usedherewould be familiar to
them – they are not only part of bargaining, but common in other contexts – I have
not yet found examples in my corpus where DVs employ strategies for softening
requests or indirect politeness as part of their bargaining strategy. That said, each
DV participant here had other bargaining interactions without tension, or others
where tensions were assuaged without the intervention of a proxy. Yet the proxies
here do clearly play a role in repairing impoliteness in interaction.

One basic theory about why DVs in these bargaining examples seem to lack
skills in politeness traces back to when and how DVs would be able to practice
them. In a practical sense, service encounters are some of the few moments when
they interact with unfamiliar interlocutors in Morocco. Though these examples
show that DVs are broadly competent speakers, even with unfamiliar in-
terlocutors, they also show that the subtleties of bargaining politely require
learning more complex skills that they may have difficulty to access. Only Malika
shared a specific experience that exposed her to what other strategies could be
possible. It may be too simplistic to theorize, but in a translinguistic sense of
speaker mobility and adaptability, DVs may be combining languagecultural ideas
of what bargaining is from outside Morocco with languagecultural practices of
doing bargaining inside Morocco, thus arriving at interactions that are commu-
nicatively competent but situationally incompetent. While in some encounters
DVs actively learned new Darija vocabulary from locally resident interlocutors,
including other moments during the recordings with Karima and with Rabia, the
more subtle languagecultural skills like indirect speech or polite use of oaths were
not explicitly taught, nor explicitly questioned, in my corpus. Without sufficient
opportunity to learn, it is not surprising that this languagecultural competence
would be lacking.
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This problem of opportunities to learn to bargain politely inMorocco returns to
the diasporic paradox of ‘knowing the language’ but being ‘smelled’ as different.
That ‘smell’ is, undoubtedly, an impression that incorporatesmany embodied cues
that mark interlocutors beyond spoken communication. Yet analyzing only this
layer of the interaction shows that the ‘smell’ is locatable in some instances of talk,
especially where forms of politeness, like indirect softening and using respectful
address in making service encounter requests, are markedly absent on the part of
the diasporic participant. Inasmuch as thesemisfires are subtle and complex, they
are likely difficult for interlocutors themselves to identify aswhatwentwrong in an
interaction. In other words, while DVs may perceive conflicts like those analyzed
here as being ‘ripped off’ by vendors because of their outsider status, their local
interlocutors (both vendors andproxies)may be equally justified in perceivingDVs
as ‘smelling’ negatively through their interactional lack of politeness skills.
Furthermore, neither party may be able to pinpoint exactly what ‘smells’ in these
interactions, as the trouble often lies in nuances of usage that might be difficult to
identify without a transcript. As evidenced by negative accounts about the ‘smell’
of diasporic visitors, differences in practices of face, arrogance, respect and
politeness in these everyday encounters become extremely consequential as they
compound and reinforce the attitudes and ideologies of difference between
homeland and diaspora.
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